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Dear Friends,
 

The year 2012 marks the 50th anniversary of the MIT P ress imprint. The his-
tory of scholarly publishing at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology begins 
earlier, but it was in 1962 that the I nstitute dedicated its publishing unit to a 
broader mission and gave it the name “The MIT Press.”

 A publishing imprint in one sense is the tangible marking of our name and 
colophon on our publications. F or fifty years, our books, journals, and digital 
products have carried the name “The MIT Press” and our colophon, the no w 
famous emblem designed by Muriel Cooper in 1964. Our imprint helps to give 
MIT’s name global visibility; today, roughly one million copies of our print and 
digital works are distributed around the world annually.

 The MIT Press imprint is also a brand name that signifies quality and 
distinction. Both authors and readers recognize our ongoing commitment to 
publishing excellence: to careful selection and peer review; to high standards of 
editing, design, and production; to formats that offer rewarding research and 
reading experiences; and to br oad outreach and dissemination. Put simply, we 
connect authors with readers. Our imprint symbolizes all that we do in order to 
do that well and with impact.

 In a livelier sense, our imprint connotes a bold engagement with the world.  
Publishers have personalities, and ours is mar ked by exploration and innovation. 
The MIT Press is known for seeking out new ideas, new perspectives, interdisci-
plinary work, and emerging fields of inquiry. At the same time, we encourage criti-
cal debate and the examination of the impact of academic research and technology 
on society. While our program is uniquely gr ounded in science and technology , 
traditional boundaries play no role in the evolution of our programs. We aspire to 
play a leadership r ole in the futur e of scholarly communication thr ough experi-
mentation and the embrace of new technologies.

Please join us in celebrating the 50th anniversary of the MIT Press imprint.
 

Ellen W. Faran
Director
The MIT Press

Front cover illustration: section of one of Muriel Cooper’s sketches for the MIT Press colophon. 
Courtesy of David Reinfurt. From the archives of the Massachusetts College of Art.
Facing page: MIT Press promotional display, 1966.
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Like its extraordinary home institution, the MIT P ress is young relative to its 
peers: a mere fifty-year-old among university-press centenarians. The Press is old 
enough to celebrate a true milestone, but young enough to still be able to look 
back with some memory intact at the time when the Institute gave birth to it. A 
look at correspondence and a formative committee report from that time gives 
us a glimpse into that birthing process and highlights many familiar and still-
debated issues in scholarly publishing.

A birth requires parents, and the parents of the MIT Press were MIT itself 
and its publishing unit, the Technology Press. The history of the P ress actu-
ally begins in 1926, when the physicist M ax Born visited the M assachusetts 
Institute of Technology to deliver 
a set of lectur es on “Problems of 
Atomic Dynamics.” The Institute 
published the lectur es under its 
own imprint, and that book no w 
stands as the first entry in the ar-
chives of the MIT Press. In 1932, 
James R. Killian, Jr .—editor of 
the Institute’s alumni magazine, 
future scientific adviser to Presi-
dent Kennedy, and tenth pr esident of MIT—engineer ed the cr eation of an 
Institute-sponsored imprint called the Technology Press, which published eight 
titles over the next five years. In 1937, John Wiley & Sons took on editorial and 
marketing functions for the young imprint, which over the next 25 years would 
publish 125 titles.1

The Technology Press grew at an extraor dinary time in the publishing  
industry. After World War II, a flood of material was suddenly declassified, 
which led to a w ealth of material av ailable to be published in the y ears to 
come. At the same time, a significant amount of federal funding was going 
into universities and academic endeavors, financial resources the likes of which 
academic publishing can no longer rely on. It was these conditions that helped 
enable the Technology Press to develop; they were also what helped lead to its 
eventual metamorphosis.

The transformation of the Technology Press into the MIT P ress was made 
possible by two influential figures. John E. Burchard (1898–1975) was the first 
dean of humanities at MIT from 1950 to 1969, served as chairman of the MIT 

Press board from 1946 to 1964, and was subsequently the author of two MIT 
Press architecture titles. He played a large role in spearheading the branding of 
the Press and establishing its mor e open affiliation with the Institute. It was a 
vision made possible, however, by the director of the Technology Press: Lynwood 
Bryant (1908–2005), who ser ved 
as director from 1957 until the 
birth of the MIT P ress in 1962. 
In this time span he o versaw the 
acquisition of the earliest of what 
could be called “ competitive” 
titles for the MIT P ress: deeply 
influential books that r emain 
components of the P ress backlist 
over 50 years later, such as Alfred 
D. Chandler’s Strategy and S tructure: Chapters in the H istory of the A merican 
Industrial Enterprise and Willard Van Orman Quine’s Word and Object (“You are 
rightly proud of having snagged that book, Quine’s masterpiece, away from Har-
vard,” Daniel Dennett would later tell him 2). 
It was arguably B ryant’s steerage that made 
the Press conceivably able to stand on its o wn; 
whether Bryant wanted it to do so to the same 
degree as Burchard, however, is less clear.

Looking back, 1959 can be seen as a turn -
ing point. It witnessed the publication and ac -
quisition of several momentous titles: Q uine’s 
aforementioned Word and Object was accepted 
for publication (one of the “ greatest things 
since Aristotle,” was how Bryant had presented 
it to the Technology Press Board3); the trans -
lation of Rasmussen’s Experiencing Architecture 
was released; and a joint publishing v enture between Harvard University Press 
and the Technology Press was arranged with the Joint Center for Urban Studies 
for a series of an estimated tw enty books, the first of which, Kevin Lynch’s The 
Image of the City, would be published the following year. These three major MIT 
Press backlist titles were established before the MIT Press imprint itself was.

The year started off innocuously. A regular meeting of the Technology Press 

James R. Killian

John E. Burchard

Lynwood Bryant
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Board at the Faculty Club on January 15 included three topics for discussion on 
the agenda: the approval of the publication of a set of notes; the need for a roy-
alty policy for monographs; and a general discussion of “ the growth problem,” 
summed up in the question: “how much expansion of the activities of the Press 
is desirable?”4 This final item would in the coming years grow into more than 
an agenda item, evidenced by the fact that at the next meeting, on April 30, the 
subject is listed again: “How much and how fast should the Press be allowed to 
grow?”5 At the end of May, a policy of expansion was appr oved to increase the 
activities of the Press to twenty titles a year and add a new staff position.

During this time, a conflict had been brewing over an already-published ti-
tle, and it would prove to accelerate this discussion of expansion more quickly 
than perhaps the board itself realized. The previous year’s publication of Kia-
Ngau Chang’s The Inflationary Spiral: The Experience in China, 1939–1950 in 
conjunction with the Center for International Studies had given rise to some 
financial conflict and confusion over the allocation of a go vernment subsidy 
toward the book through the MIT Center for International Studies. The de-
tails and their sorting out are a bit too dry to call for elaboration, but the es -
sential conflict was over the realization that the subsidy had been supplied as  
an advance to ensure against financial loss over the book, not as a guarantee  
of profit. The tempers and exchanges between Burchard, Bryant, and John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc. over this awkward financial matter bore intriguing hints 
of trouble (discernible even through the gentlemanly language of the corr e-
spondence and repeated expressions of appreciation by everyone for all of the 
“frank” discussion), and gave voice to a fundamental publishing conflict that 
evidently had been in the back of Dean Burchard’s mind already. J. S. Barnes, 
vice president of John Wiley & Sons, Inc., wrote a paragraph in his (April 29, 
1959) letter accompanying the return of the controversial subsidy that would 
grow into a tipping point for Burchard:

 
The Chang volume never had enough mar ket potential to make it 
eligible for commer cial publication, and, as a matter of fact, w e 
would not even have accepted it for joint publication had not the 
subsidy been provided. And the evidence is clear. The sponsors have 
deliberately invalidated our publishing decision b y second guessing 
the purpose for the money adv anced for publication. I n so doing 
they have denied that we may be permitted a profit as a business; 

but more than that they have denied that, as a business, we have the 
right to regain the reasonable costs of doing business.

 
Given the unexpected financial scenario of the situation, the reaction seems 

to fall on either side of reasonable; but Burchard found the letter “very offensive” 
and in a private memorandum to another member of the board indicated that 
something more was coming to the surface:

 
I am pretty angry at the whole thing and there is a long history here 
of relations with John Wiley which I think are really no good. They 
do exercise commercial judgment on our books and thus leave us all 
alone with some of the important books that they think won’t sell.6

 
For John Wiley & Sons, Inc., were not partners on everything that the 

Technology Press published: if Noise in E lectron Devices, edited b y Louis D. 
Smullin and Hermann A. Haus, carried the Wiley name that same y ear, the 
newly founded “Technology Monographs Historical Series” (which opened with  
Robert S. Woodbury’s History of the Gear-Cutting Machine: A Historical Study  
in Geometry and Machines) did not. In Burchard’s letter to Barnes, he concluded 
with a pertinent paragraph:

 
I must say I find it distressing to feel that as distinguished a firm as 
John Wiley must judge all its books on their individual market po-
tential. Of course you have to make profits and regain the reasonable 
costs of doing business, but of course a university press has to limit its 
losses somewhere too and if the decision of the co-publisher is always 
a business decision then I suspect there are fundamental incompat-
ibilities between the aspirations of a university press and those of a 
commercial publisher which may not be r esolvable. I do not think 
we have ever really talked this out and I suppose the day is coming 
when we ought to.7

 
It is perhaps coincidental but nonetheless significant that Lynwood Bryant, 

in an August 5 letter to B urchard, parenthetically remarks (regarding a review 
of the recently published Tao of Science  by R. G. H. S iu): “Maybe the M.I.T. 
imprint on a book is of some importance.”
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On December 23, as 1959 was drawing to a close, D ean Burchard sent Lyn-
wood Bryant a letter and a mimeographed copy of what he intended to present to 
the board at their next meeting in the new year: an “expanded policy” that would 
prove to have major consequences. “I have let this develop as long as I think it 
properly can without trying to seek a more positive action and in order to find out 
whether the Board is ready to support me in what I now think should be done.”8

The fact that MIT was approaching the eve of its hundredth anniversary 
must have been on Burchard’s mind and may have provided a starting-point to 
his urge for a “more positive action.” (Indeed, he would be making informal pre-
sentations on the hundredth birthday to more than one alumni group in a few 
months.) In his address to the boar d, Burchard announced that “the time has 
come for the Institute to have a first-class university press comparable in excel-
lence and scale to the eminence and scale of the Institution to which it serves.”9

The question was not just a mor e direct alignment with the Institute, how-
ever, but a questioning of the P ress’s very mission. Burchard quoted from the 
brochure that had been issued to the F aculty on the Technology Press’s 15th 
anniversary, describing the history and basic purpose of the Press:

 
To make sur e that books and monogr aphs of intellectual impor t, 
created by members of the Institute staff, and of such a nature as to 
afford little prospect of attractive financial returns to a commercial 
publisher are nonetheless made available to the scholarly world.”10

 
Ironically, while allegedly working within this nobly antiprofit and anticom-

mercial statement, the Press had not only continued to grow, but had in fact 
made money—to such an extent that a substantial surplus had been set aside 
and the Press was operating, unlike the average university press, without cost to 
the Institute (even when knowingly publishing “scholarly money losers”11). Bur-
chard pointed out that the P ress had deviated from the stated policy in almost 
every respect: it had been publishing books with attractiv e financial prospects 
that a commercial publisher would have published; it was now paying royalties 
to authors in r ecognition of such commer cial prospects; it was r ejecting some 
manuscripts that would obviously not recover costs; it had occasionally rejected 
manuscripts because John Wiley did not wish to publish them (and not because 
of their scholarship); and, finally, it was beginning to publish books of a not 
entirely scholarly nature.

The main question to which this all led, ho wever, was: “What should be the 
nature and scope of the I nstitute’s publishing activities? ”12 Burchard offered two 
options toward a more consistent system of operation (and this dichotomy re-
mains a defining one): 1. Stay true and consistent to the original stated goal 
of the Technology Press and publish only the “scholarly money losers” that a 
commercial publisher would not touch, and ther efore limit activities to what 
subsidies and the Institute’s funds would allow; or 2. Become a proper university 
press, “aggressively work for good titles, both profitable and unprofitable,” using 
profits to “publish every important scholarly work that ought to be published 
and that came fr om within the I nstitute.”13 It was of course the latter policy 
Burchard recommended.

By May 1960, a special advisor y committee was appointed to determine 
what kind of univ ersity press MIT should hav e (if any). The committee was 
made up of Thomas Wilson, director of H arvard University Press; William 
Spaulding, president of Houghton Mifflin; Caryl Haskins of the Carnegie I n-
stitute of Washington; and Datus Smith, president of Franklin Publications and 
former director of Princeton University Press. They came to the MIT campus 
and the Technology Press on May 16 and 18 to survey, assess, and discuss the 
Technology Press’s operations, with follow-up meetings to take place in late May 
and June. They were guided by a set of 21 detailed questions, fr om broad and 
abstract ones addressing the possible differences to be identified between schol-
arly publishing in the technical field compared to other scholarly publishing, to 
more specific ones addressing financial arrangements, to the relationship of the 
Press to the Institute and John Wiley, to the adequacy of staff for any potential 
expansion. (Indeed, the final question on the list would have undoubtedly been 
one not shared with the Press’s staff: “If the Technology Press should expand, 
should the present staff be considered the nucleus for the expansion, or should 
the principle of the ‘new broom’ [or a modification thereof ] be adopted?”14)

In 1946, Thomas Wilson had offered a definition of the university press that 
has become well known and oft quoted: “The university press publisher has as 
his objective the publication of the maximum number of good books this side of 
bankruptcy.”15 As Wilson appears to have been a strong guiding force behind the 
appointed committee (if not ser ving as the actual committee chairman, a r ole 
that fell to Datus Smith), this understanding of university press publishing (and 
its presumable use as a guiding principle for Harvard University Press) is worth 
keeping in mind as we arrive at the 51-page “Report of the Committee to Study 
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The Technology Press” submitted by the Committee to the Board on 15 August 
1960. The report could reasonably be looked upon as the constitution for what 
would become the MIT P ress. While too lengthy to pr esent here in detail, its 
import to the histor y of the Press is obvious, and it raised two essential issues, 
both of which remain pertinent today.

One theme that the committee focused on was what they saw as a “power-
ful faith” on the part of MIT: the realization that there are no strict boundaries 
between the sciences and the humanities, and that “some of the richest fields 
for intellectual exploration in the coming y ears, as well as some of the most  
important practical areas, lie between the disciplines which may appear remark-
ably disparate today.”16 C. P. Snow had the pr evious year given his extremely 
influential Reade Lecture “The Two Cultures,” which had addressed the lack of 
communication between the sciences and the humanities, so a spotlight on the 
issue at this point was to be expected. But two things made this emphasis more 
than just paying lip ser vice to a topic that was in the air . The first was that of 
the 45 university press members of American Association of University Presses 
in 1960 (an organization that today numbers o ver 130 members), the Tech-
nology Press was the only one gr ounded in science and engineering and thus  
had a unique adv antage in addressing and overcoming this divide. B ut more 
important, the Press was already carrying out such explorations in conjunction 
with MIT groups like the Center for International Studies, the Joint Center for 
Urban Studies, and the Research Laboratory of Electronics.

It was not just o vercoming the humanities/sciences divide as highlighted  
by Snow that the committee looked to as a potential rallying cry. They went a 
step beyond it to embrace another thesis that was influential at the time. In his 
1944 Art and Scientific Thought: Historical Studies Toward a Modern Revision 
of Their Antagonism, Martin Johnson had contended that science and the ar ts 
shared the same basic objectiv es and values: “The structuring of knowledge 
in communicable forms and patterns, basically akin whether in the domain  
of feeling and intuitive perception or in that of obser vation and quantitative 
measurement.”17

The committee thus recommended publishing books in precisely the more 
innovative and constr uctive (and ne wer) parts of MIT—the “inter disciplin-
ary units” and “borderline fields”—but also to publish mor e broadly beyond 
MIT, even in the arenas of MIT’s direct rivals. This suggestion hinted at a shift 
from the more “gentlemanly practices” that seemed to hold sway in academic  

publishing at this time (slightly surprising, given Wilson and Harvard Univer-
sity Press’s own claim that they refrained from “poaching” from other people’s 
backyards18). But it also came with a br oad mission-based proclamation: “We 
believe that the P ress can also per form an essential r ole in the inter disciplin-
ary communication which is ev ery day becoming mor e necessary to Western 
civilization.”19

The second, more practical thread was in r egard to the P ress’s relationship 
to the Institute. The role of MIT itself had evolved greatly since the Technology 
Press was founded in 1932, with its r esponsibilities in educational leadership 
extending into spheres beyond those of science and engineering. A t the same 
time, the increasingly central role of technology in society had also gr own. Yet 
for the most part, the Institute’s press was fully engaged with neither these trends 
nor with extending MIT ’s influence in these areas. This posed a problem with 
respect to what the committee saw as MIT ’s “dual task”: that of being and that 
of representing. After a century of existence, “being” MIT was considered to 
be a complete success; “ representing” MIT to the r est of the world and to the 
academic and scientific community, however, might be done more actively. The 
latter was seen as a key r esponsibility: “To world society, the symbol of M.I.T. 
can sometimes be as important as the creative function itself; for the symbol can 
be a guide and an inspiration to scientists and scholars throughout the world.”20

The report continued:
 

We are dealing here with a question far more profound than M.I.T.’s 
public relations, even though a good M.I.T. press would be notably 
useful in that parochial way also. We wish to stress, rather, M.I.T.’s 
obligation to emblazon its symbol wher e all can see it, not for the 
Institute’s sake, but because of the heart and encouragement that can 
thus be given to those who are looking to it from every country on 
earth. Noblesse oblige!

In this context it is difficult to overstate the significance of a first-
class university press. The function and mission of M.I.T. require 
such a press.21

 
The degree to which the clarion call for an MIT Press that formed the first 

half of the report supplied in concrete form what Burchard had been more or 
less expecting is difficult to determine. The rest of the r eport addressed the 
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mechanics of proceeding with such an initiative. The Press needed to be “fully 
functioning,” with all functions besides actual printing to be performed by the 
Press itself; it was r ecommended that sharing a dual imprint be discontinued  
(be it with John E. Wiley or anyone else—including Harvard University Press, 
with whom the Technology Press had just undertaken the Joint Center for Ur-
ban Studies series), albeit amicably . The committee recommended, categori-
cally, against the publication of competitiv e textbooks, and perceived such an 
endeavor as incompatible with the mission of a scholarly pr ess, with the relin-
quishment of such income from Wiley (attractive as it may be) balanced out by 
the freedom in monograph acquisition that Wiley had prevented. Finally, the 
committee claimed that it was time to establish the Press as a more competitive 
publisher. They also urged that the Press emphasize international distribution, 
as English had become the international language of science (this global focus  
has guided the Press ever since and it currently stands as having one of the best 
international distribution networks among all US university presses).22

The board met on N ovember 17, 1960, and discussed the r eport at some 
length (after first approving for publication what would soon become yet an-
other foundational book for the MIT P ress, a translation of Lev S. Vygotsky’s 
Thought and Language). It was decided that a luncheon meeting with the Wiley 
officers was in order, and one was scheduled for December 19.

While specific reactions and discussions over the report and the future direc-
tion of the Press are impossible to know at this point, it seems that at least a de -
gree of hesitation was felt by some over the extent of the changes needed. Bryant 
himself, whose past two or thr ee years as director and more aggressive acquiring 
of what would soon become “new classics” for the list had contributed to the 
Technology Press’s growing self-confidence and possible means of self-support, 
expressed hesitation over how self-supporting the Press should be. I n a June 3, 
1960, letter to Wilson, he outlined at length the questions he was hoping to  
have answered in the report. While obviously eager to have a “strong statement” 
result that “the publishing arm of the university is an essential, central part of the 
university,” he also says: “If the Press is self-supporting, then it is caught between 
two embarrassing alternatives: either it competes with commercial publishers by 
allowing profitable books to be included in a series or package, or it declines to  
publish good scholarly books.”

Burchard himself hinted that reactions had not been clear-cut in a follow-up 
letter to W. Bradford Wiley at John Wiley & Sons on November 22: “Let me 

make it very clear to you that we have not adopted these recommendations, that 
we are in the pr ocess of considering all the v arious alternatives.” The political 
wheels were evidently in motion, though, as on the same day, he wrote to Arthur 
L. Singer, Jr., the assistant dean: “Gordon Brown expressed to me the other day 
the idea that we simply would not get anywhere with discussions of the report, 
etc., if we continue to have Lyn Bryant present at our meetings. Since I have felt 
this for a long time I want to move on it now.”

On December 8, Burchard wrote the board that Bryant understood; Bryant 
would not be present for the luncheon with Wiley, but would simply present his 
own proposal at their regular meeting a few days earlier. He also mentioned that 
Singer would attend, barring any objections. On the same day, Burchard wrote a 
private letter to W. Bradford Wiley, in the interest of saving time at the luncheon 
meeting, and laid out where he thought things stood. “It is distinctly a minority 
fraction of the Board that leans to the extreme conclusion recommended by our 
Advisory Committee, namely, to become an entirely autonomous press, manag-
ing all our own production, distribution, etc.” He continued, however: “It is an 
even smaller minority, or no one, who thinks w e should go on just the way w e 
are going now.” The possibilities boiled down to the follo wing: “one of which 
is to do nothing; one of which is to adopt the extr eme policy proposed by our 
Advisory Committee, and at least one other is to arrive at some rearrangements 
with John Wiley which will make everyone feel better than they do no w about 
the way things ar e going”—that is, to move into solely a distribution arrange -
ment with Wiley, or, what Burchard expresses as his pr eference, continuing a 
joint imprint with Wiley for scientific and technical books, and going on their 
own for books in the social sciences.

The wheels continued to turn, as the follo wing day Ithiel de Sola Pool, a 
board member, wrote Burchard that not only should S inger attend, but that 
“he is an obvious candidate for the directorship of the Press. If Lynn could work 
with him that would make a fine combination, with Lynn handling editing and 
technical aspects of production and Art providing the initiative and imagination. 
Art puts this off by saying he lacks experience, and I am not sure that experience 
is what is needed.” It is a statement that is striking, both in being one belonging 
so firmly in another era (when “experience” was not a necessar y prerequisite to 
high-level jobs), but also in the way it betrays a hunger for vision over practicali-
ties, and a sign that if it had been only a “minority” of the board that had given 
its ear to the report’s “extreme policy,” it was a minority eager to see action taken.
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Less than a month later , in the ne w year of 1961, which br ought MIT’s 
hundredth birthday, the Technology Press board voted by unanimous approval 
to change the name of the Press to “The M.I.T. Press.” Burchard informed Presi-
dent J. A. S tratton of the official decision on January 5, 1961, and the Office 
of the President approved the decision on J anuary 13, 1961. I n the first week 
of March 1961, the first book to bear the name of “The M.I.T. Press” on the 
title page finished production: the less-than-elegantly titled The Electrical Double 
Layer Around a Spherical Colloid Particle: Computation of the P otential, Charge 
Density, and Free Energy of the Electrical Double Layer Around a Spherical Colloid 
Particle by A. L. Loeb , J. Th. G. Overbeek, and P. H. Wiersema. Consisting 
primarily of rows upon rows of calculations and numerical data, it carried a $10 
price and was the most expensive book in the Press’s list that season. It now sig-
nifies a publishing turning-point that may have eluded the authors at the time.

The thornier matters of potential expansion, change of staff and director 
for the Press, and disentanglement from Wiley were addressed throughout the 
balance of 1961. By the end of that year it had been resolved to amicably sever 
ties with Wiley. The Technology Press board was restructured into a more poli-
cy-oriented committee, with non-MIT and mor e publishing-specific members 
taking over some seats. MIT also agreed to advance initial funds to support the 
Press through the first five inevitably difficult years of building the ne w opera-
tion. As four-fifths of the requested amount came directly from the reserve fund 
of excess earnings the Press had already built up for the Institute, the request was 
deemed reasonable, and new and larger quar ters were granted for what would 
be a larger staff.

In 1962, the ties to Wiley were officially severed, allowing the MIT Press 
to become a fully fr ee-standing entity, and a sear ch for a ne w director could 
now begin: a director less involved in the business of acquisitions and editing, 
as had been the case with Lynwood Bryant, and more involved in steering 
what would be the new ship of the MIT Press. With this search now being 
undertaken, Dean Burchard suggested that a ne w chairman of the boar d re-
place him, in the spirit of the new changes that now lay in store for the Press. 
One of the biggest changes would be the hiring of the first MIT Press director, 
Carroll Bowen, who would proclaim the birth of the Press in an article in The 
College Store Journal the following year: “Late New Year’s Eve … as aged 1962 
was about to turn the world over to infant 1963 … The MIT Press became a 
fully functioning University Press.”23

 In its 50 y ears, the MIT Press has had four dir ectors (and one interim 
director).24 Bowen, who took the helm after the split from John Wiley and set 
the direction forward for the P ress, was called b y everyone “Curly” (perhaps 
owing to the fact that he lacked anything r esembling curly locks of hair upon 
his head). Steering the Press from 1962 to 1970, Bowen’s real contribution was 
in building up a Press backlist quickly and effectively, and recognizing that the 
way to do this was by engaging in 
copublications with a number of 
UK publishers (not as common 
a publishing practice at that time 
as it is now), and a paperback se-
ries. With the addition of an ex -
perienced technical sales gr oup 
in 1962, the gr owth of the MIT 
Press was, in fact, immediate. I f 
the question of what the new scale 
of the MIT Press was going to be 
had remained uncertain in 1962, b y 1965, the question had been settled. I n 
his Annual Report for 1964–1965, Bo wen succinctly stated: “ university press 
publishing must, in sum, be big enough to be good enough. ” “Big enough” 
would mean that in fiscal year 1964, the MIT Press was paying out royalties to 
105 authors (whereas just a year earlier, that number was 63, a figure that had 
already been a jump from the 51 authors receiving royalties in fiscal year 1962). 
It would also mean that b y 1967, about five years since its amicable split fr om 
Wiley, the MIT P ress had grown fivefold. As Bowen put it: “Rapid gr owth is 
exhilarating and untidy.”

The MIT Press’s first series of 10 paperbacks was released in March 1964. 
The paperbacks were numbered on their spines—MIT1, MIT2, etc.—and over 
the next few years, this series would come just shy of MIT100 with the two 
volumes of Le Corbusier’s Modular (MIT96 and 97), before the basic format and 
series numbering was retired and paperback reprints became part of MIT Press’s 
regular publishing practice. This was at a time when paperback publishing was 
still somewhat looked down on in the publishing world; the distinction between 
“trade paperback” and “mass-market paperback” that is established today was far 
from entrenched in the 1960s—and cer tainly not in the academic publishing 
world. What is extraordinary is that this initial handful alr eady contained the 

Carrol Bowen at a Library Symposium, 1964
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pocket-sized editions of titles that ar e still in print and influential almost fifty 
years later, such as S teen Eiler Rasmussen’s Experiencing Architecture, Willard 
Van Orman Quine’s Word and Object, and the selected writings of B enjamin 
Lee Whorf, Language, Thought & Reality. These three titles alone have sold a 
combined total of over 425,000 copies since their release in this first paperback 
series. The next couple of years would see this handful quickly grow and include 
such small-packaged giants as K evin Lynch’s Image of the C ity, Richard Feyn-
man’s The Character of Physical Law, Ebenezer Howard’s Garden Cities of To-
Morrow, Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s Beyond the Melting Pot, 
Walter Gropius’s The New Architecture and the Bauhaus, L. S. Vygotsky’s Thought 
and Language, and no fewer than seven books by Norbert Wiener.

It is around this same period that the Press transformed itself visually. Al-
though it is more or less common practice today, the MIT Press was alone in 
the 1960s among American univ ersity presses to establish a design depar tment 
headed by a design director, and it was this initiative that to this day has helped 
develop its o wn distinctive, visual branding—ev en with its famous logo and 
many core still-in-print backlist titles serving as the Press’s only visual continuity 
from its look of the past.

The MIT Press has long been kno wn as a landmar k publisher in the field 
of book design. In Lynwood Bryant’s own suggested policies for what the MIT 
Press should be (back at the end of 1960), he included as one objectiv e in his 
list: “The Press ought to be interested in the development of new techniques in 
the design, printing, and distribution of books. It should be willing to take risks 
with new methods that a commercial publisher cannot afford to take. It should 
also supply an outlet for the talent of people at MIT interested in the graphic 
arts.” A handwritten note next to this entry by Burchard, however, read: “very 
minor.”25

This brief and dismissiv e assessment would change in just a y ear or two, 
however, under the dir ectorship of Curly Bowen. In his August 1965 Annual 
Report, he describes how the Press’s visual turning-point came to be:

 
One color filled autumn day in 1962 two representatives of the Press 
motored down to Connecticut and there, somewhat to the amuse-
ment of their host, vigorously argued that he, perhaps the best known 
American typographic designer, should r ender advice and council 
to the MIT P ress in design and typogr aphy. In retrospect the pre-

sumption of the request was met extraordinarily politely and while 
negatively, yet constructively. Thus it came to be that Paul Rand 
bade us return to Boston, contact M uriel Cooper, place before her 
the commission we had tendered him, and if all went well, achieve 
the desired ends of distinctive and appropriate graphic design of our 
books, our promotion pieces, our letterhead, our visible selves.26

 
Needless to say, “all went well” when the Press approached Cooper; and indeed, 

the branding was carried out not just in the design—inside and out—of its books,  
but through Cooper’s ambitious undertaking, with design assistant Lauri R osser, 
in the design of all the P ress’s materials, from letterhead, displays, and catalogs to  
brochures, labels, and adv ertising. The unusual 
nature of the venture for that era, and its imme-
diate success, gained quick recognition in design 
awards and, in 1967, a request from Bookbuild-
ers of Boston for the principals inv olved in the 
undertaking to address the organization.

Design at the MIT Press has gone through 
a few generations of evolution over the decades 
since Cooper established the wide-ranging 
foundations in the mid-1960s. O ne of the 
first acts of branding she accomplished for the P ress in 1964 has remained un-
changed all of these years, and though it was accomplished a couple of years after 
the Press’s official birth, it is what has come to establish the identity and presence 
of the MIT Press throughout the world, and makes for a fitting conclusion to 
this account of the bir th of the Press. The evolution of the Press colophon can 
be quickly seen in a detail fr om an early large-scale sketch b y Cooper: from a 
geometric row of books upon a shelf , Cooper pulled one of them up so that it 
extended over the others, and then pulled the one next to it do wn, causing it 
to drop below the implied shelf in a r eversed reflection of the book spine pr e-
ceding it. These seven book spines would be flattened out graphically against 
a black square background to form the v ery abstracted lowercase letters “m i t 
p.” It remains one of the most successful, r ecognizable, and elegant publishing 
colophons today: seven book spines that in turn grace the spine of ev ery book 
published by the MIT P ress. With the addition of this striking colophon, the 
newly reconceived and renamed Press truly assumed its new identity.

Muriel Cooper, 1988 
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1 In Arthur L. Singer’s memoirs, he describes the Technology Press (with some 
likely exaggeration in his retrospection decades later) as “a one-man office that 
served, in effect, as an advance scout for Wiley for books written by MIT Faculty.” 
(Singer, Easy to Forget, and So Hard to Remember: Memoirs of Selected Episodes, 
unpublished, p. 9: accessed at http://phe.rockefeller.edu/news/archives/1177.)

2 Stuart W. Leslie, “Memorial: Lynwood Bryant, 1908–2005,” Technology and Culture 
48, no. 1 (January 2007).

3 “Discussions of Technology Press—Wiley projects with Lyn Bryant at MIT 
10/8/59, JSS and JSB. Report by JSS.” (MIT Press Archives.)

4 Agenda to the Technology Press Board, January 13, 1959 (though mistakenly  
dated, as is common in the first weeks of January, 1958).

5 Agenda to the Technology Press Board, April 27, 1959.

6 Burchard, “Memorandum to Dr. Floe,” May 7, 1969 (MIT Press Archives).

7 Letter from Dean Burchard to Mr. J. S. Barnes, May 15, 1959 (MIT Press Archives).

8 Burchard, “Memorandum to Professor Bryant,” December 23, 1959 (MIT Press  
Archives).

9 Burchard, “To the Members of the Technology Press Board (Draft),” p. 1 (MIT 
Press Archives).

10 Ibid.

11 Ibid, p. 2.

12 Ibid, p. 3.

13 Ibid, p. 4.

14 “Memorandum Regarding Study of the Technology Press: Questions to Be An-
swered and Points of View to Be Established,” March 21, 1960 (MIT Press Archives).

15 James H. Clark, “The University Press and Sociology,” Society 17, no. 1: p. 38.

16 Report of the Committee to Study The Technology Press, 15 August 1960, p. 4  
(MIT Press Archives).

17 Ibid, p. 6.

18 “Notes on Harvard University Press” undated (MIT Press Archives).

19 Report of the Committee, p. 21.

20 Ibid, p. 7.

21 Ibid, p. 8.

22 Perhaps the only aspect to the entire report not impressive in its ambition and 
vision would be certain recommendations in the proposed staffing, expanding 
from a staff of five to the what “may appear shockingly large in comparison” num-
ber of 16 (The MIT Press staffs approximately 110 today): the three-page descrip-
tion of what the ideal director for the Press would be never questions it being a 
man (with the age of “35 to 50” being “about right”), and in the breakdown of the 
16 positions ranging from director to “Messenger boy and general helper,” gen-
ders are occasionally specified, with the sales assistant being “preferably a young 
man anxious to learn about direct and space advertising and selling to book-
stores” or the accounts assistant as “preferably a woman with some knowledge of 
bookkeeping and filing.”

23 “This, of course,” Bowen explained, “was after all books bearing the joint im-
print of The MIT Press and Wiley had been shipped safely to the Colonial Press in 
Clinton, Massachusetts, and after all accounts and reckonings of mutual business 
between John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated, and The Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology had been settled in a gentlemanly fashion.” Bowen, “Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Press” in The College Store Journal (April–May 1963), p. 38.

24 The complete list: Carroll Bowen (1962–1970); Howard R. Webber (1970–1974); 
Constantine Simonides (Interim Director, 1974–1975); Frank Urbanowski (1975–
2003); and Ellen W. Faran (2003–present).

25 Bryant, “Policies for The Technology Press,” December 8, 1960 (Burchard’s 
marked-up copy in MIT Press Archives).

26 Carroll Bowen, “Annual Report, 1965,” p. 5 (MIT Press Archives).
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MIT Press staff with some MIT Press books, 1979
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19
26

19
32

1926 
MIT begins publishing under 
the imprint “MIT”; the first 
book, based on a series of 
lectures given by the physi-
cist at the Institute, is  
Max Born’s Problems of 
Atomic Dynamics. 1932

The Technology Press 
imprint is established  
by James R. Killian, Jr.,  
tenth president of MIT.

1937 
John Wiley & Sons takes 
over editorial and marketing 
functions of the Press.

1959-1961 
Discussions at MIT and 

the Press about publishing 
strategy including alignment 
with the Institute and growth 

issues. In August 1961, the 
Committee to Study the 

Technology Press submits 
its report, recommending a 
transformation of the Press 

into the MIT Press.

1957
Lynwood Bryant  
becomes Director of  
The Technology Press.

19
57

19
59

19
37
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1961
MIT celebrates its 100th 

anniversary. On January 5, 
the Technology Press Board 

unanimously approves 
renaming the Press as the 

MIT Press. In March, the 
first book with the MIT 

Press imprint is published: 
The Electrical Double Layer 
Around a Spherical Colloid 

Particle by A. L. Loeb,  
J. Th. G. Overbeek,  

and P. H. Wiersema.

1962
The MIT Press begins 
operations as a freestanding 
publishing operation after  
the separation from John 
Wiley & Sons. The MIT 
Press’s first director,  
Carroll Bowen, is appointed.

1962 
Muriel Cooper is hired as art 

director at the MIT Press. 
Under her direction, the Press 
undergoes a visual makeover; 

she creates a distinctive 
graphic design for its books, 

promotional pieces, let-
terhead, and the striking  

MIT Press colophon.  
The Press releases its first  
set of paperback editions.

1967
Under Bowen’s direction, 
the Press has significantly 
expanded, with higher title 
output, sales per title, and 
income from rights licens-
ing. Over the five years 
since its split from Wiley, 
the Press’s net sales have 
increased fivefold. The Press 
develops a financial and 
operational plan for the next 
ten years, projecting a 50 
percent growth by the end 
of fiscal year 1975.

1969 
The Press opens its European 

marketing office in London.

1971 
The Press faces a crisis of 
conscience and mission 
over the opportunity to 
publish The Pentagon 
Papers.

1974 
A serious financial crisis 
challenges the MIT Press 
along with the rest of the 
publishing industry. The 
Press undertakes a series 
of restructuring measures. 
Constantine Simonides takes 
over as interim director, 
succeeding Webber.

1975 
Frank Urbanowski is ap-
pointed director of the Press, 
succeeding Simonides.

1980 
The MIT Press Bookstore 
opens in Kendall Square.

1981–1982 
Urbanowski responds to a 

second economic downturn 
by reshaping the Press to 

focus only on selected fields 
and to publish deeply within 

those fields, a strategy  
that in subsequent years 

would be widely adopted by 
university presses.

1981
The Press acquires  

Bradford Books. Harry  
and Betty Stanton join the 

Press; the first Bradford 
Books title published by the 

Press is Brainstorms  
by Daniel C. Dennett.

19
81

19
81

19
80

19
74

19
62

19
62

19
71

19
65

19
67

19
61

19
75

19
69

19
70

1970 
The MIT Press launches  

its journals program with  
the publication of the  

inaugural issues of Linguistic 
Inquiry and Journal of 

Interdisciplinary History. 
Howard R. Webber is ap-

pointed director of the Press, 
succeeding Bowen.

the MIT Press chronology, 1926-2012
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1992-1994 
The MIT Press launches its first 

online catalog and website.

20
10

19
95

20
08

20
03

20
02

19
97

20
01

19
96

19
92

20
11

20
12

1995 
The Press publishes the 
first full-text interactive 

electronic book, City of Bits 
by William J. Mitchell, and its 

first electronic-only journal, 
Chicago Journal of Theoretical 

Computer Science.

1997-1998 
The MIT Encyclopedia of 
Cognitive Science, a landmark 
reference work with over 400 
authors, is developed using 
an online process.

1996-2000
The MIT Press’s Digital 

Projects Lab is created and 
develops both ArchNet,  

the electronic community for 
Islamic architecture,  

and CogNet, the electronic 
community for the  
cognitive sciences.

2001 
CogNet becomes a paid 

subscription-based product. 
ArchNet is transferred to 

MIT’s Department of Archi-
tecture and Planning.

2003 
Frank Urbanowski retires 
after 27 years as director. 
Ellen W. Faran is appointed 
director of the Press.

2008–2010 
The Press implements an 
XML workflow for books 

and journals and begins the 
regular production of digital 
editions for most new titles.

2011
MIT celebrates its  
150th anniversary.

2012 
The MIT Press celebrates  

its 50th anniversary.

2002 
The Digital Projects Lab is  

dissolved; CogNet moves to the 
MIT Press Journals division.

the MIT Press chronology, 1926-2012
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CYBERNETICS
or The Control and Communication in the Animal  
and the Machine
Norbert Wiener
1948
Second Edition, May 1961
 
LANGUAGE, THOUGHT, AND REALITY
Selected Writings
Benjamin Lee Whorf, edited by John B. Carroll
February 1956
Second Edition, 2012
 
EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE
Steen Eiler Rasmussen
November 1959
Second Edition, March 1964
 
WORD AND OBJECT
Willard Van Orman Quine
March 1960
 
THE IMAGE OF THE CITY
Kevin Lynch
June 1960
 
THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE
Lev S. Vygotsky;  
translated by Eugenia Hanfmann and Gertrude Vakar
January 1962
Revised Edition, edited by Alex Kozulin, August 1986
 
STRATEGY AND STRUCTURE
Chapters in the History of the American  
Industrial Enterprise
Alfred D. Chandler
March 1962
 
ASPECTS OF THE THEORY OF SYNTAX
Noam Chomsky
May 1965
 
PERCEPTRONS
An Introduction to Computational Geometry
Marvin L. Minsky and Seymour A. Papert
January 1969
Expanded Edition, December 1987
 
THE SCIENCES OF THE ARTIFICIAL
Herbert A. Simon
January 1969
Second Edition, April 1981
Third Edition, September 1996
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BAUHAUS
Weimar, Dessau, Berlin, Chicago
Hans Wingler; edited by Joseph Stein; 
translated by Wolfgang Jabs and Basil Gilbert
August 1969
 
LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS
The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour
October 1972
Revised Edition, June 1977
 
BICYCLING SCIENCE
Frank Rowland Whitt and David Gordon Wilson
January 1975
Second Edition, August 1982
Third Edition, David Gordon Wilson, March 2004
 
LINGUISTICS
An Introduction to Language and Communication
Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers, and Robert M. Harnish
May 1979
Second Edition, April 1984
Third Edition, Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers,  
Melina Blankenship, Ann K. Farmer, and Robert M. Harnish, 
August 1990
Fourth Edition, Adrian Akmajian, Richard A. Demers,  
Ann K. Farmer, and Robert M. Harnish, August 1995
Fifth Edition, June 2001
Sixth Edition, March 2010
 
THERMAL DELIGHT IN ARCHITECTURE
Lisa Heschong
December 1979
 
MIND DESIGN
Philosophy, Psychology, and Artificial Intelligence
Edited by John Haugeland
July 1981
MIND DESIGN II 
March 1997
 
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CITY
Aldo Rossi; translated by Diane Ghirardo and Joan Ockman
March 1982
 
THE MODULARITY OF MIND
Jerry A. Fodor
April 1983
 
MATTER AND CONSCIOUSNESS
A Contemporary Introduction to the Philosophy 
of Mind
Paul M. Churchland
February 1984
Revised Edition, January 1988
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STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION 
OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Harold Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman, 
with Julie Sussman
July 1984
Second Edition, July 1996
 
VEHICLES
Experiments in Synthetic Psychology
Valentino Braitenberg
September 1984
 
ARCHITECT?
A Candid Guide to the Profession
Roger K. Lewis
May 1985
Revised Edition, February 1998
 
NEUROPHILOSOPHY
Toward a Unified Science of the Mind-Brain
Patricia Smith Churchland
April 1986
 
THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS
New Directions in the Sociology and History of Technology
Edited by Wiebe E. Bijker, Thomas P. Hughes, 
and Trevor Pinch
June 1987
Anniversary Edition, June 2012
 
THE THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
Jean Tirole
August 1988
 
WATER TOWERS
Bernd Becher and Hilla Becher
July 1988
 
INTRODUCTION TO ALGORITHMS
Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, and Ronald L. Rivest
June 1990
Second Edition, Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, 
Ronald L. Rivest, and Clifford Stein, June 2001
Third Edition, July 2009
 
THE AGE OF DIMINISHED EXPECTATIONS
U.S. Economic Policy in the 1990s
Paul Krugman
August 1990
Revised and Updated Edition, January 1994
Third Edition, July 1997
 
ELECTRIFYING AMERICA
Social Meanings of a New Technology, 1880–1940
David E. Nye
November 1990
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BEING-IN-THE-WORLD
A Commentary on Heidegger’s Being and Time, Division I
Hubert L. Dreyfus
December 1990
 
GAME THEORY
Drew Fudenberg and Jean Tirole
August 1991
 
THE EMBODIED MIND
Cognitive Science and Human Experience 
Franscisco J. Varela, Evan T. Thompson, and Eleanor Rosch
September 1991
 
THE COMPUTATIONAL BRAIN
Patricia Churchland and Terrence J. Sejnowski
June 1992
 
VALUING THE EARTH, SECOND EDITION
Economics, Ecology, Ethics
Edited by Herman E. Daly and Kenneth N. Townsend
November 1992
 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE EARTH
Sources of Effective International Environmental Protection
Edited by Peter M. Haas, Robert O. Keohane, 
and Marc A. Levy
April 1993
 
THE OPTICAL UNCONSCIOUS
Rosalind E. Krauss
May 1993
 
CRITICAL CONDITION
Human Health and the Environment
Edited by Eric Chivian, Michael McCally, Howard Hu, 
and Andrew Haines
September 1993
 
THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCES
Edited by Michael S. Gazzaniga
October 1994
THE NEW COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCES
Second Edition, November 1999
THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCES III
Third Edition, October 2004
THE COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCES
Fourth Edition, September 2009
 
LOSING GROUND
American Environmentalism at the Close  
of the Twentieth Century
Mark Dowie
March 1995
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CITY OF BITS
Space, Place, and the Infobahn
William J. Mitchell
May 1995
 
THE HANDBOOK OF BRAIN THEORY 
AND NEURAL NETWORKS
Edited by Michael A. Arbib
June 1995
Second Edition, November 2002
 
FINANCIAL MODELING
Simon Benninga
October 1997
Second Edition, September 2000
Third Edition, January 2008
 
AMERICA’S ACHILLES’ HEEL
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Terrorism 
and Covert Attack
Richard A. Falkenrath, Robert D. Newman, 
and Bradley A. Thayer
June 1998
 
A HISTORY OF MODERN COMPUTING
Paul E. Ceruzzi
October 1998
Second Edition, April 2003
 
ADVICE FOR A YOUNG INVESTIGATOR
Santiago Ramon y Cajal; translated by Neely Swanson 
and Larry W. Swanson
January 1999
 
THE MIT ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE COGNITIVE SCIENCES
Edited by Robert A. Wilson and Frank C. Keil
April 1999
 
FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICAL NATURAL LANGUAGE 
PROCESSING
Christopher D. Manning and Hinrich Schütze
June 1999
 
MAPPING BOSTON
Edited by Alex Krieger and David Cobb, with Amy Turner
September 1999
 
TOXIC TERROR
Assessing Terrorist Use of Chemical and Biological Weapons
Edited by Jonathan B. Tucker
February 2000
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HISTORY OF SHIT
Dominique Laporte; translated by Nadia Benabid 
and Rodolphe el-Khoury
May 2000
 
THE LANGUAGE OF NEW MEDIA
Lev Manovich
March 2001
 
THE ELUSIVE QUEST FOR GROWTH
Economists’ Adventures and Misadventures in the Tropics
William R. Easterly
July 2001
 
THE ILLUSION OF CONSCIOUS WILL
Daniel M. Wegner
March 2002
 
THE HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELL DEBATE
Science, Ethics, and Public Policy
Edited by Suzanne Holland, Karen Lebacqz, 
and Laurie Zoloth
September 2001
 
NIGHTWORK
A History of Hacks and Pranjks at MIT
Institute Historian T. F. Peterson
March 2003
Updated Edition, March 2011
 
RULES OF PLAY
Game Design Fundamentals
Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman
October 2003
 
ENERGY AT THE CROSSROADS
Global Perspectives and Uncertainties
Vaclav Smil
November 2003
 
THE COMING GENERATIONAL STORM
What You Need to Know about America’s Economic Future
Laurence J. Kotlikoff and Scott Burns
March 2004
 
CASE STUDIES AND THEORY DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett
February 2005
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EVOLUTION IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral, and Symbolic Variation 
in the History of Life
Eva Jablonka and Marion J. Lamb
March 2005
 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
Choosing Among Options
Jefferson W. Tester, Elisabeth M. Drake, Michael J. Driscoll, 
Michael W. Golay, and William A. Peters
July 2005
 
THE PARALLAX VIEW
Slavoj Žižek
February 2006
 
THE LAWS OF SIMPLICITY
John Maeda
September 2006
 
THE CHINESE ECONOMY
Transitions and Growth
Barry Naughton
October 2006
 
WACK!
Art and the Feminist Revolution
Organized by Cornelia H. Butler and Lisa Gabrielle Mark
April 2007
 
PROCESSING
A Programming Handbook for Visual Designers and Artists
Casey Reas and Ben Fry
September 2007
 
MECHANISMS
New Media and the Forensic Imagination
Matthew G. Kirschenbaum
January 2008
 
ASYLUM
Inside the Closed World of State Mental Hospitals
Photographs by Christopher Payne
September 2009
 
COLOR FOR THE SCIENCES
Jan J. Koenderink
September 2010
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JOURNAL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY HISTORY 
3:1 • 1972
Political Immunization and Political Confessionalism  
Walter Dean Burnham

LINGUISTIC INQUIRY • 4:1 • 1973
Prolegomena to a Theory of Word Formation 
Morris Halle

COMPUTER MUSIC JOURNAL • 1:4 • 1977
On the Transcription of Musical Sound by Computer  
James Anderson Moorer

LINGUISTIC INQUIRY • 11:1 • 1980
On Binding • Noam Chomsky

JOURNAL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY HISTORY 
12:4 • 1982
Restoring Politics to Political History 
J. Morgan Kousser

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY • 8:1 • 1983
Redefining Security • Richard H. Ullmann

COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS • 19:2 • 1993
Building a Large Annotated Corpus of English:  
The Penn Treebank 
Mitchell P. Marcus; Beatrice Santorini;  
Mary Ann Marcinkiewicz

COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS • 19:1 • 1993
Accurate Methods for the Statistics of Surprise  
and Coincidence • Ted Dunning

EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION • 2:3 • 1994
Multiobjective Optimization Using  
Nondominated Sorting in Genetic Algorithims 
N. Srinivas, Kalyanmoy Deb

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY • 19:3 • 94/95
The False Promise of International Institutions 
John J. Mearsheimer

LEONARDO • 28:1 • 1995
The Artist and Advanced Technology • Frank Popper

NEURAL COMPUTATION • 7:6 • 1995
An Information-Maximization Approach to Blind 
Separation and Blind Deconvolution 
Anthony J. Bell, Terrence J. Sejnowski

JOURNAL OF COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 
8:6 • 1996
Electrophysiological Studies of Face Perception  
in Humans 
S. Bentin; T. Allison; A. Puce; et al.

PRESENCE • 6:4 •  1997
A Survey of Augmented Reality • Ronald T. Azuma

DESIGN ISSUES • 14:1 • 1998
Branzi’s Dilemma: Design in Contemporary Culture  
Dick Buchanan

PRESENCE • 7:3 •  1998
Measuring Presence in Virtual Environments:  
A Presence Questionnaire 
Bob G. Witmer, Michael J. Singer

COMPUTER MUSIC JOURNAL • 23:1 • 1999
Modeling Meter and Harmony: A Preference-Rule 
Approach • D. Temperley and D. Sleator

JOURNAL OF COLD WAR STUDIES • 1:2 • 1999
A Certain Idea of Science: How International  
Relations Theory Avoids the New Cold War History 
William Wohlforth

EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION • 8:4 • 2000
Architecture for an Artificial Immune System 
Steven A. Hofmeyr

LEONARDO MUSIC JOURNAL • 10 • 2000
Too Many Notes: Computers, Complexity and 
Culture in Voyager • George E. Lewis

ARTIFICIAL LIFE • 7:3 • 2001
Three Generations of Automatically Designed Robots  
Jordan B. Pollack, Hod Lipson, Gregory Hornby, 
Pablo Funes

JOURNAL OF COLD WAR STUDIES • 3:1 • 2001
Was the Cold War a Security Dilemma? 
Robert Jervis

ASIAN ECONOMIC PAPERS • 1:1 • 2002
Geography, Economic Policy, and Regional  
Development in China 
Sylvie Démurger, Jeffrey D. Sachs, Wing Thye Woo, 
Shuming Bao, Gene Chang, Andrew Mellinger

JOURNAL OF COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 
14:8 • 2002
Rethinking Feelings: An fMRI Study of the  
Cognitive Regulation of Emotion 
K. N. Ochsner; S. A. Bunge; J. J. Gross; et al.

THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
84:1 • 2002
Propensity Score-Matching Methods  
for Nonexperimental Causal Studies 
Rajeev Dehejia and Sadek Wahba
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DESIGN ISSUES • 18:4 • 2002
A “Social Model of Design:” Issues of Practice  
and Research 
Victor and Sylvia Margolin

ARTIFICIAL LIFE • 9:3 • 2003
Bridging Nonliving and Living Matter 
Steen Rasmussen, Liaohai Chen, Martin Nilsson, 
Shigeaki Abe

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS • 3:2 • 2003
Private Environmental Governance and International 
Relations: Exploring the Links • Robert Falkner

GREY ROOM • 11 • 2003
Knowing the Enemy: The Epistemology of Secret 
Intelligence • Eva Horn, Sara Ogger trans.

TDR/THE DRAMA REVIEW • 47:1 • 2003
Kodak Moments, Flashbulb Memories: Reflections 
on 9/11 • Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett

ASIAN ECONOMIC PAPERS • 3:1 • 2004
Globalization and Disease: The Case of SARS 
Jong-Wha Lee, Warwick J. McKibbin

GREY ROOM • 18 • 2005
On Software, or the Persistence of Visual Knowledge 
Wendy Hui Kyong Chun

EDUCATION FINANCE & POLICY • 1:1 • 2006
The Impacts of Charter Schools on Student  
Achievement: Evidence from North Carolina 
Robert Bifulco, Helen F. Ladd

INNOVATIONS • 1:1 • 2006
Income is Development: KickStart’s Pumps Help 
Kenyan Farmers Transition to a Cash Economy 
Martin Fisher

PERFORMING ARTS JOURNAL • 28:1 • 2006
Performance, A Personal History • Bonnie Marranca

PERFORMING ARTS JOURNAL • 28:3 • 2006
The Performativity of Performance Documentation  
Philip Auslander 

AFRICAN ARTS • 40:2 • 2007
The Thirtieth Anniversary of the Soweto Uprising: 
Reading the Shadow in Sam Nzima’s Iconic  
Photograph of Hector Pieterson 
Ruth Kerkham Simbao

INNOVATIONS • 2:3 • 2007
The Principles of Distributed Innovation 
Karim R. Lakhani, Jill A. Panetta

LEONARDO • 41:3 • 2008
Nanotechnology: The Endgame of Materialism 
James K. Gimzewski

LEONARDO MUSIC JOURNAL • 18 • 2008
Listening to History: Some Proposals for Reclaiming 
the Practice of Live Music • Jon Rose

DAEDALUS • 138:4 • 2009
Shared Responsibilities for Nuclear Disarmament 
Scott D. Sagan

THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
81:4 • 1999
Measuring Business Cycles: Approximate Band-Pass 
Filters for Economic Time 
Marianne Baxter and Robert G. King

DAEDALUS • 139:3 • 2010
Incarceration & Social Inequality 
Bruce Western, Becky Pettit

TDR/THE DRAMA REVIEW • 54:1 • 2010
Deadness: Technologies of the Intermundane 
Jason Stanyet and Benjamin Piekut 

PERSPECTIVES ON SCIENCE • 18:2 • 2010
Public Participation in the Making of Science Policy  
Darrin Durant

AFRICAN ARTS • 44:4 • 2011
Dance, Image, Myth, and Conversion in the Kingdom 
of Kongo, 1500 – 1800 • Cécile Fromont

EDUCATION FINANCE & POLICY • 6:3 • 2011
Teacher Layoffs: An Empirical Illustration  
of Seniority versus Measures of Effectiveness 
Donald Boyd, Hamilton Lankford, Susanna Loeb, 
James Wyckoff

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LEARNING  
AND MEDIA • 2:1 • 2011
Utopia and its Discontents: How Young People  
are Making Sense of the Public Sphere 
Slacek and Tursek

NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY • 83:2 • 2010
‘Oh Dear! How the Factory Girls Do Rig Up!’: 
Lowell’s Self-Fashioning Workingwomen 
Sylvia Jenkins Cook

NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY • 84:3 • 2011
“How To Mind Your Own Business”: Thoreau on 
Political Indifference  
Jonathan Mckenzie

50 influential journal articles
To freely view any of these articles visit http://www.mitpressjournals.org/page/50articles
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the MIT Press 
books division

overview of current  
acquisitions program

The MIT Press’s books program is the product of collaboration with thousands 
of remarkable authors in the sciences, social sciences, and humanities. Within 
this apparent breadth, our list focuses deeply in about 16 major fields; and it 
supports the specific needs of readers in those fields for trade books, mono-
graphs, textbooks, and r eference works, which w e publish in both print and 
digital formats. Ours is an unusual program, particularly for an American uni -
versity press. As a publisher of technical and scientific work, the MIT Press offers 
a rare, nonprofit alternative to authors and readers of peer reviewed, book-length 
research. In the humanities, MIT P ress books embody design and pr oduction 
values that give unique form to unique arguments. Across our subject areas, we 
tend to be relentlessly forward thinking. The MIT Press’s program looks ahead 
to a future its publications will help to create.

 Known for taking risks on emerging topics and areas, and for supporting the 
development of new fields of inquiry, MIT Press acquisitions editors cultivate 
book projects from leading authors and r esearchers in our fields. At the same 
time, they seek out the wor k of younger scholars and first-time authors with 
innovative ideas and appr oaches to contribute. A selectiv e review and signing 
process informs the acquisition of high-impact wor k that can be published for 
a global audience of professionals, scholars, students, and general readers. First-
rate editing, design, production, marketing, and sales distribution suppor t our 
ability to acquire significant new work in each of our fields.

 Our books program currently covers the following areas:
 
•	 Architecture

•	 Contemporary	art	and	culture

•	 Bioethics

•	 Cognitive	and	behavioral	science

•	 Computer	science

•	 Design	(architectural,	urban,	graphic,	fashion,	industrial,		

and	interactive)

•	 Economics,	finance,	and	business

•	 Engineering	systems

•	 Environmental	studies

•	 Linguistics

•	 Philosophy

•	 Life	sciences,	especially	neuroscience,	computational	biology,		

and	evolution

•	 New	media,	game	studies,	and	digital	humanities

•	 Information	and	communication

•	 Science,	technology,	and	society	(STS)

•	 Politics,	policy,	and	international	security

•	 Regional	and	MIT-related	topics

 
The MIT Press stakes out a distinct position within each of these fields. 

Our acquisitions strategy favors work that either advances knowledge or offers 
a useful synthesis. This work may be practical or theor etical; its level might be 
advanced or introductory. Its approach will often be interdisciplinary, reflecting 
the cross-boundary collaboration that is needed to addr ess complex problems 
and topics. Here is a quick tour of our current program.

•	 The	MIT	Press’s	architecture	and	arts	program	explores	the	production	

of	contemporary	visual	culture. A framing question of this program is the 
meaning of “the contemporary” in the context of global culture. This favors 
work that is both socially awar e and globally engaged. The Press remains 
committed to high design and pr oduction standards for all of our books. 
We also r emain open to par tnerships with innovative art museums and 
galleries worldwide.

overview of current acquisitions programs
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•	 Our	bioethics	 list	engages	topics	such	as	the	philosophy	of	medicine,	

advances	in	genetics	and	biotechnology,	end-of-life	care,	health	and	so-

cial	policy,	and	the	empirical	study	of	biomedical	life. It includes books 
in our Basic Bioethics series, edited by Arthur Caplan, and books in our STS 
program that focus on the implications of medical technology and other  
health- and biology-related technologies. The Basic Bioethics series makes 
innovative works in bioethics available to a broad audience and introduces 
seminal scholarly manuscripts, state-of-the-ar t reference works, and text -
books. Interdisciplinary work is emphasized.

•	 Our	acquisitions	 in	cognitive	science	and	philosophy	emphasize	em-

pirical	research	on	the	brain	and	behavior. Cognitive science, a field the 
MIT Press’s publications helped to define, is now an established r esearch 
area. The Press’s current acquisitions in this field include books on experi-
mental psychology, psycholinguistics, and cognitive neuroscience. Rather 
than publishing broadly in philosophy, the Press currently seeks philosoph-
ical approaches to the study of mind, language, and behavior.

•	 The	MIT	Press	 computer	 science	program	emphasizes	 textbooks	 and	

research	monographs	on	robotics,	machine	learning,	programming	lan-

guages,	and	related	topics. Computational methods continue to be applied 
in fields as diverse as economics, literary studies, and the life sciences. As our 
other publishing lists explore and reflect some of these methods, the MIT  
Press continues to publish theoretical and foundational topics within com-
puter science, including probabilistic reasoning, intelligent agents and sys -
tems, algorithms, semantic programming, and natural language processing.

•	 Our	economics	list	reflects	continued	interest	in	behavioral,	experimental,	

and	financial	economics. A key development influencing economic research 
is its interaction with other academic fields, such as history, psychology, and 
sociology. We see the effects of these contributions on certain subdisciplines, 
notably experimental economics and behavioral economics and finance. 
During the last 25 years, finance (sometimes called financial economics) has 
grown from being a subdiscipline of economics to a separate field in its own 
right. We continue to seek out noteworthy finance books, which can have a 
significant readership among professionals as well as academics. We have also 
expanded our offerings in other business and management disciplines.

•	 The	Press’s	publications	 in	new	media,	game	 studies,	 and	 the	digital	

humanities	reflect	distinct	but	related	approaches	to	the	role	of	digital	

media	in	the	arts	and	humanities,	education,	and	popular	culture. The 
study of games and gaming remains a v ery active area of r esearch with 
implications for teaching and learning as well as for entertainment and so-
cial life. The MIT Press continues to publish the work of leading scholars, 
designers, and educators in this area. Another development is the emerging 
field of digital humanities, which has given humanists powerful new tools 
for investigating their subjects. The MIT Press’s acquisitions in this area 
have so far focused on the cultural significance of computing and code. 
Our series on S oftware Studies and P latform Studies have begun to de -
scribe a niche within this broad, interdisciplinary field.

•	 Environmental	research	has	expanded	into	many	academic	disciplines	

as	concern	about	environmental	problems	grows. Inherently multidis-
ciplinary, environmental research now figures significantly in the natural 
sciences, engineering, and the social sciences as w ell as in business and 
management, public health, the humanities (literatur e, philosophy, and 
religion), education, ar chitecture and planning, science and technology 
studies, and computer science. Scholars, practitioners, and activists use 
the results of scientific research and modeling as the basis for the ongoing 
public policy conversation, and the international negotiations and treaties, 
that will affect the lives of generations to come. The Press’s publications in 
this area are likewise interdisciplinary, with a strong focus on global envi -
ronmental issues.

•	 Our	information	and	communication	list	spans	the	areas	of	library	and	

information	science,	communication,	informatics,	information	policy,	

and	internet	studies. This list works in tandem with our science, technol-
ogy, and society list and complements other lists, such as computer science 
and new media studies.

•	 Our	 linguistics	 list	 is	based	 in	 theoretical	 linguistics—the	 formal,	or	

scientific,	study	of	language—which	is	a	major	component	field	of	cog-

nitive	science. The minimalist program of Noam Chomsky forms the basis 
of this research agenda. The Press’s linguistics list has expanded to include 
nonminimalist approaches as well.

overview of current acquisitions programs
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•	 The	MIT	Press	life	sciences	list	focuses	on	neuroscience	with	particular	

strengths	in	the	areas	of	sensation,	perception,	computational	neuro-

science,	and	cognitive	neuroscience. Other active acquisition areas for the 
Press within the life sciences include evolution and computational biology.

•	 The	MIT	 Press’s	 publications	 in	 political	 science	 fall	 into	 five	 core		

areas:	international	security,	political	economy,	environmental	politics	

and	 policy,	 information	 politics	 and	 policy,	 and	 technology	 politics	

and	policy. Although not limited to global issues, the P ress’s publications 
in this area have a distinctly international flavor, in keeping with the MIT 
Press list in general. O ur political science list is a natural outgr owth of 
the press’s core disciplines of economics, environmental studies, and STS, 
supplemented by an active international security series.

•	 Our	 Science,	Technology,	 and	 Society	 program	 emphasizes	 the	 social,	

political,	economic,	and	 institutional	contexts	of	 technological	change. 
Heroic histories of inventors and scientists still find their audiences, and the 
MIT Press accordingly makes room on its list for occasional books b y and 
about such figures. The core of our STS list, however, seeks to explore the full 
context of technological change, its driv ers, and its effects; and to avoid the 
distortions of accounts that isolate scientific discovery from its broader milieu.

•	 The	 MIT	 Press	 distributes	 books	 by	 independent	 publishers	 Zone	

Books	and	Semiotext(e). These two publishers make unique and widely 
recognized contributions to the cultural and intellectual landscape. Their 
offerings include E nglish language translations of significant cultural, 
historical, philosophical, and political wor ks originally written in other 
languages. Books fr om Semiotext(e) and Z one complement and gr eatly 
enhance the Press’s publishing presence in the humanities, par ticularly in 
philosophy and cultural studies.

In each of our publishing ar eas, the MIT P ress aspires to be the par tner of 
choice for innovative authors who seek to develop and distribute their world-class 
ideas to worldwide audiences across multiple formats. Even as we work to enhance 
our value proposition to authors, we remain committed to keeping our publica -
tions accessible, attractive, and affordable to the widest possible readership.

overview of current acquisitions programs
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the MIT Press 
book archive
The archive starts in 1926 and includes books published under the imprints of 
MIT, the Technology Press, and the MIT P ress, as well as the imprints of our 
client publishers. Paperback editions of works published originally in hardcover 
are also included in this count.

The milestones noted here reveal the significant expansion of the Press’s title 
output in the last two decades of its 50-y ear history and provide at least a hint 
about the diversity of subjects and types of books that we publish.

#	1	(1926)	Problems of Atomic Dynamics	by	Max	Born

#	1,000	(1971)	The Japanese Marketing System: Adaptation  

and Innovations	by	M.	Y.	Yoshino

#	2,000	(1980)	The Analysis of Cross-Classified Categorical Data,		

second	edition,	by	Stephen	E.	Fienberg

#	3,000	(1987)	Architects and Firms: A Sociological Perspective on  

Architectural Practice	by	Judith	R.	Blau	(paperback	reprint	of	1984	edition)

#	4,000	(1992)	HANDEY: A Robot Task Planner	by	Tomás	Lozano-Pérez,	

Joseph	L.	Jones,	Emmanuel	Mazer,	and	Patrick	A.	O’Donnell

#	5,000	(1996)	The Politics of Denial	by	Michael	Milburn		

and	Sheree	D.	Conrad

#	6,000	(2000)	Tax Policy and the Economy,	volume	14,		

edited	by	James	M.	Poterba

#	7,000	(2003)	Eloquent Images: Word and Image in the Age of New Media 

by	Mary	E.	Hocks	and	Michelle	R.	Kendrick

#	8,000	(2006)	Design on the Edge: The Making of a High-Performance 

Building	by	David	W.	Orr

#	9,000	(2010)	Grammar as Science	by	Richard	K.	Larson

MIT Press offices, 1963

Max Born, 1926
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the MIT Press online
Please visit our radically redesigned website
www.mitpress.mit.edu

 

Contributors to this brochure
“The Birth of the MIT P ress” was researched and written b y Marc Lowenthal, Associate 
Acquisitions Editor at the MIT Press. Look for additional MIT P ress history materials to 
appear on our website this spring and summer.

“The Books Acquisitions Program” was prepared by Gita Manaktala, our Editorial Director.

This brochure was designed by Katy Sato-Papagiannis, graphic designer in our marketing 
department, and copyedited by Michael Sims, Managing Editor.

Yasuyo Iguchi, MIT Press Design Manager, created our special 50th anniversary colophon.

Thanks also to Theresa Smith and the MIT M useum, Larry Cohen, D avid Reinfurt,  
Christopher Eyer, and the many staff at the Press who helped locate artwork and historical 
materials for this piece.

Many of us at the Press worked together on the impossible task of selecting for this brochure 
just a few words and images with which to evoke our rich 50-year history.

All book and journal covers from the archives of the MIT Press. All other images courtesy of the MIT Museum.

Our colophon bookcase  
The MIT Press was honored during MIT’s sesquicentennial. This 
custom bookcase, in the form of the MIT P ress’s colophon, was 
one of the 150 objects displayed in the MIT Museum’s exhibition. 
It has now been relocated to the MIT Press Bookstore entrance in 
Kendall Square at 292 Main Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.



The MIT Press bookstore, 1980



Section of one of Muriel Cooper’s sketches for the MIT Press colophon. 
Courtesy of David Reinfurt. From the archives of the Massachusetts College of Art.
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